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LIFE VIEWED THROUGH A DIFFERENT LOOKING GLASS
Award-Winning Author Examines the Light of the Universal Connection in All
Akashic Alphabet is posted on the PUBLISHERS WEEKLY January 2015 Select list
“His Holiness appreciates your book for its contribution to spiritual and religious harmony and peace in the world.”
Tenzin Sherab, Special Assistant to His Holiness the Dalai Lama
“In the ancient world... abecedaries were used exclusively for sacred purposes such as issuing prophecies or
communicating with God. Akashic Alphabet is a beautiful book that returns the abecedary to its roots as a spiritual
practice. This delightful, spiritual ABC book succeeds in making the veil between the worlds a little thinner.”
Raymond Moody, Jr., MD, PH.D., bestselling author of twelve books, including Life After Life
“A visual treat showing the A to Z’s of your Akashic record. Oh, and mine too. We are all there.
Fred Alan Wolf, PH.D., author of eleven books, including The Spiritual Universe
Winner of the Gold Living Now Spirit Award 2014, Outstanding Book of the Year
Winner of the Gold Pinnacle Book Award Summer 2014, Spiritual category
Del Mar, CA (February 15, 2015) “In recent years, top-tiered physicists have made ground-breaking discoveries
leading to an expanding theory that all living matter exists in one, vast, quantum field of sub-atomic vibrations in
the space between matter, the akasha, a virtual, invisible web of life energy force, where everything is connected.”
Akashic Alphabet is a collection of intuitive visions received from the akashic records, housed within the space of the
collective mind, the cosmic container of all that is and ever has been. Wisdom from within this resonating, energetic
heart, whose fabric connects all humanity, life-forms and unlimited elements, is accessible to all, through meditation.”
From the moment we are born, our minds and spirits are inundated with dark news of terrorism, toxins, disease,
unethical practices and more. This often conditions us to view life through a perspective of fear and dread. What if
instead, we were filled with learning of a positive nature, focused on love, beauty, joy, the truth of our life purpose?
Author, Trenace Rose believes “It is of vital importance for protection of the collective mind, that people are opened
to another, remarkable side of life taking place, where all is viewed through a looking glass of Light.” She suggests
“Tremendous value and power, with inherent goodness can be found in this awareness, as it offers the ability to
counter-balance and transcend in exponential proportion, the lower energies here on the planet.”
An artistic, one-of-a-kind, Spiritual-Inspirational Gift book, Akashic Alphabet offers a thought-provoking series of
vision narratives coupled with acutely sensitive, fine art illustrations painted by a Master Artist, whose art resides in
museums. Portrayed through an astral lens of Light, the vignettes reveal a graceful connection of Oneness found in
diverse cultural and spiritual philosophies around the world.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Currently used as a Reference Book at the elegant Soulscape Bookstore in Encinitas, CA, this series of ancientfuturistic blueprints, with intensive Akashic Glossary, is offered as a substantial, introductory learning tool for the
spiritual seeker, delivering a powerful lift for the Soul.
Akashic Alphabet by Trenace Rose, published by Dementi Milestone Publishing, is distributed through Ingram,
Baker & Taylor and New Leaf and is available at local bookstores and online. www.AkashicAlphabet.com

This high quality 10.5” x 12” hardcover gift book, bound in white linen saifu cloth, stamped in silver foil,
with silk ribbon marker and specialty-weight pages, offers a luxurious presentation.
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About the Author: Trenace Rose was introduced to Transcendental Meditation at age 16 and has been active in the
Science of Yoga as a spiritual practice, for the last 24 years. While reading Paramahansa Yogananda’s book, The
Second Coming of Christ, a seed for the new book was planted, blossoming into form through 6 years of research,
solitude and ongoing meditation.
With a university curriculum of English, Modern Drama and Shakespeare courses completed in England and a B.A.
Degree from USC, at age 20 she was granted membership to the Screen Actors Guild in Hollywood and subsequently
honored with various awards for Lyrics in Songwriting at the Nashville Song Festival and for Creative Writing at the
Santa Barbara Writers Convention. In addition to serving as Project Facilitator for the Mindfulness Program at
Scripps Center for Integrative Medicine in La Jolla, her fields of study have continued, including the Tao and Qi
Gong, Buddhism, Shamanism, Holistic and Naturopathic Medicine, Nutritional Healing, Animal and Marine Mammal
Communication, energetic healing, the Monroe Institute Hemi-Sync Method, astral travel and others.

